THE VISION: The CCU United Nations Centre for Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development - Georgetown (locally known as Georgetown RISE) will support a scientific/research-based perspective, while engaging a place for productive dialog and collaboration on sustainability, enable a process for incubating student engagement and cultivating professional talent, and encourage participation and outreach related to sustainable development as a way of thinking and acting.

YOUTH CORPS MISSION:
Georgetown RISE has partnered with Coastal Carolina University (CCU) to engage and prepare local leaders of tomorrow to make smart and sustainable choices for the future. The UN Youth Corps initiative is a high impact, transformative learning program centered on giving students real life skills and professional experiences on sustainable development in Georgetown County with an integrated teaching/learning component.

Upcoming Opportunities:
**Spring 2019** – beginning in January 2019 through May 2019
- Employer/Sponsor contribution per internship is a $1,000 contribution matched with $1,00 to total $2,000
- Hours: flexible based on student semester schedule and employer/sponsor need, minimum 15 hours per week

**Summer 2019** – beginning in May 2019 through August 2019
- Employer/Sponsor contribution per internship is a $1,000 contribution matched with $3,000 to total $4,000
- Hours: 320 hours for the summer 2019 at $12.50 per hour

Internship sponsor and student will arrange the schedule and responsibilities. The schedule and responsibilities will be documented and filed with Dr. Pamela Martin, CCU.

PAYMENT FOR STUDENT INTERNS:
United Nations Global Youth Corps Donations/Contributions for Paid Internships

Internship sponsors will receive an invoice and contract to sign prior to the start date of the internship.

Should assistance be needed, please do not hesitate to email Pam Martin at plmartin@coastal.edu or call at 843-349-2966. Thank you for your support and for contributing to the lives of young people and to Georgetown County.

With sincere gratitude,

Pam